Portable Chiller Makes
Tender Conversion Easy
Every processor knows how expensive it can be
for a tender to lose its refrigeration

The RSW chillers from IMS are the
“first major system put onboard that
didn’t have any bugs to work out.”
Jon has found the units to be “highly
efficient, and simple to use.”

Seasonal plant mobilization costs are huge. Idle tenders,
fishermen, and plants cost a lot of money during the season …
costs that can never be recovered.
IMS Plug & Play chilling systems are designed for quick installation—
HOURS not days. They can be moved from one vessel to another or
staged at the plant for emergency use.

Jon Forsythe, skipper, T/V Kari Marie

“We have an RSW unit on the Ocean Hunter
that we use in our trawl cod fishery and then
remove for the Alaska scallop season. The Arctic Hunter has a hatchmounted blast unit for our freezer hold that we use during the Alaska
scallop season and remove for our crab fishery. It is this need to change
from fishery to fishery that IMS has helped us to do much quicker with
their portable refer equipment than with traditional heavy and bulky
refrigeration designs.”
Jim Stone, owner, T/V Arctic Hunter and T/V Ocean Hunter

IMS Titanium Chiller Systems Save Norton Sound King Crab
Unique summer king crab fishery presented a
challenge for Norton Sound Processor
The delicate red king crab are caught by smaller vessels in Norton Sound and brought
by tender to the processing plant. Norton Sound Seafood Products was losing too
many of the prized king crab to brackish water and varied temperature conditions.
IMS project manager Grant Seran worked with the processor to solve the problem.
Grant explains, “We like to work collaboratively with our customers, that’s how we
understand their problem and come up with the best solutions.”

Self-contained electric or hydraulic
titanium chilling systems

Crab tender Inaliq equipped with four
portable live holding tanks, titanium chillers
and aeration system

Both East and West Coast fisheries find
that their IMS live systems perform …
“You get no critically weak whatsoever … no dead crab, and you get paid for
everything you bring in,” says David Croft, skipper of the M/V Stephanie Colleen.
When the water’s warm … “If I was fishing the old way with crab
on ice, could only fish a maximum of two days then run back in.”

Shrink losses, stay out longer and bring your product to market livelier.
See what that does to your bottom line!

Call Us for Live Aquatic Solutions

Fishermen
have cut their
losses from
more than 15%
to nil with
IMS systems,
while staying
on the grounds
twice as long

